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Introduction  - Opening Statement to the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Justice on the Ban on Sex for Rent 

Bill 20221 

Thank you very much for this opportunity to speak about this important Bill to the Committee, which RCNI welcomes very 

much. I am the legal director of Rape Crisis Network Ireland. We are owned and governed by our member Rape Crisis 

Centres who provide free advice, counselling and other support services to survivors of sexual violence in Ireland. Part of 

my role is to influence national policy on legal issues.  

RCNI General Observations:   

 This is a serious form of sexual exploitation and abuse of some of the most vulnerable people, especially women and 

girls, in our society. The opportunities for this form of abuse are multiplying as the shortage of affordable housing for 

rent becomes ever more acute and the underlying issue of the shortage of affordable housing also needs to be 

addressed if this problem is to resolved effectively;  

 RCNI was glad to see from the Second Stage debate that there is a general consensus that this Bill needs to be enacted 

to deter future abusive “sex for rent” offers and also to mark the gravity of this behaviour by criminalising it and giving 

the court powers to pass a prison sentence of appropriate length (7 years).  

 This legislation if enacted will also send a strong message that it is unacceptable to exploit a person’s acute need for 

a roof over their head by making “offers” to supply accommodation and/or a reduced rent in return for sexual 

services.  

 However if such an offer is not accepted, as the law stands now the offerer cannot be criminalised unless the other 

person is a prostitute, to use the term in the statutory provision which criminalises the purchase of sexual services2. 

This gap needs to be closed.   

 RCNI urges all members of the Oireachtas to work together to ensure first of all that it is legally robust and workable 

and secondly, that it is passed and commenced as soon as possible. It is needed urgently.   

RCNI Recommendations on each Section of the Ban on Sex for Rent Bill 2022 in turn:  

Section 2: Offence of requiring or accepting sex as a condition of accommodation  

2. (1) [It is an offence for A to……require or accept from a person [B]…. sex as a condition of access to or retention 

of accommodation or related services or transactions. (2) For the purposes of this section, A is—  [a provider of 

accommodation, or an employee, agent or contractor of such a provider] 

 “require or accept”: This may not cover the situation where there is no explicit demand for sexual services from the 

tenant or prospective tenant, but instead a suggestion that providing sexual services might unlock access to the 

accommodation, or provide that accommodation at a reduced rent or even no rent, or prevent eviction. 

                                                             
1 Accessible via this web-link: https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/bill/2022/28/eng/initiated/b2822d.pdf 

2 Section 7A Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 1993, as inserted by Section 25 Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 2017, accessible 

online via this web-link: http://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/2017/act/2/section/25/revised/en/html  
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 It should also criminalise: advertising, offering, or seeking to provide, or providing, any accommodation-related 

benefit in return for sexual services.  

 “sex”: This is too vague. It must be possible to identify which sexual acts are criminalised;  

 “as a condition of access to, or as a condition of retention of”: This does not necessarily cover the situation where 

there is an offer to forgive all or part of the rent, including rent arrears, in return for sexual services; 

 Either the wording should list all the situations in which the landlord or prospective landlord might seek the sexual 

services of a tenant/prospective tenant in return for a “housing benefit” or else it should use a blanket term such as 

“housing advantage” or “housing benefit” or “accommodation-related benefit” to the tenant;  

 A wording broader than one involving a condition [of acquiring some form of housing advantage] is desirable. A 

wording such as “in return for” is easier to prove and is clearer.    

 “accommodation or related services or transactions”: These should both be defined so that it clear what is and is 

not “accommodation” – and also, what does and does not constitute “related services or transactions”.  

Subsection (2): “provider of accommodation” is not defined.  

 It is not clear e g whether this offence can be committed by a company or other legal entity which is not a person. It 

must be clear also whether it includes landlords who enter tenancy agreements, licensors renting a room in their own 

homes, people offering accommodation free of charge in return for certain non-sexual services (caretaking type 

services) – and so on.  

Offence of arranging or facilitating the requirement or acceptance of sex as a condition of accommodation  

3. (1) It is an offence for a person, who may in particular be a publisher, to arrange or facilitate an offence under 

section 2 (Offence of requiring or accepting sex as a condition of accommodation).  

(2) A person commits an offence if they intend to arrange or know that their actions would facilitate an offence 

under section 2 (Offence of requiring or accepting sex as a condition of accommodation).  

(3) A publisher commits an offence if they—[know or reasonably should know that their actions would enable 

the arrangement of or facilitate an offence under Section 2], OR were informed that such actions had enabled 

arrangement of or facilitation of an offence under Section 2 – and failed to take remedial action within a 

reasonable time].  

Subsection (1): [refers to a person who may be a publisher]:  

 We think that  “publisher” should be defined clearly; 

 Section 3 should distinguish clearly between forms of the offence which can be committed by a natural person only 

and those which can be committed either by a natural person or by a legal person; so consider redrafting Section 3 to 

create two offences, only one of which can be committed by a natural person. 

Subsection (1): “arrange or facilitate [an offence under Section 2]..” 
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  Consider either replacing the wording “arrange or facilitate” with an open-ended list of ways in which a person 

(natural or legal) could assist in the commission of a Section 2 offence, or define either “arrange” or “facilitate” as 

including but not confined to, these modes of committing the offence and drop other term;  

Subsection (2): [refers to a person only] “A person commits an offence…..if they intend to arrange or know that 

their actions would facilitate an offence under section 2…”:  

 This subsection reads like a stand-alone offence, but it makes the most sense as a definition of the mens rea (“bad 

mind”) element of the offence described under Section 3(1), however as drafted, the two are not linked so that it is 

not clear whether they are intended to be separate elements of the one offence. How can an intention be an offence 

on its own without any actus reus (“bad action”) element?  

 

 It is not clear either how knowledge that their actions would facilitate an offence under Section 2 is enough to found 
a criminal offence on its own – any responsible publisher/operator of an online platform has a responsibility to know 
which of their actions would be criminal in nature if put into effect.  

 

 Subsection (2) must be linked by the word “and” to Subsection (1) to create a complete criminal offence, ie actus reus 
(“bad action”) coupled with mens rea (“bad mind”); and  

 

 As Subsection (3) contains an objective element in its definition of mens rea (“bad mind”) in respect of publisher 
offenders only as it now stands, consider also including an objective element also in this subsection, which refers to 
the actions of publishers only;  

Subsection (3): [refers to a publisher only] “(a) know they are arranging or facilitating an offence under section 

2….”:  

 Again the need to define “publisher” is clear, as is the need to define which behaviours are to be criminalised. This 

subsection needs also to be linked to subsection (1), as it describes only the mens rea (“bad mind”) element of the 

offence, not the actus reus (“bad action”) element of it as it stands. The same applies to subsection (3)(b) below.  

 Ensure that Section 3(3)(a) is linked to Section 3(1) above by the word “and” or otherwise, so that both the actus reus 

and the mens rea elements are present in the offence; 

 NOTE: The recommendations under Subsections (1) and (2) above in relation to the need for clear definitions of both 

“arrange or facilitate” and “publisher” are relevant to this Subsection (3) also.    

“(b) reasonably should know their actions would enable the arrangement of or facilitate an offence under section 

2…”:  

 This reads like the addition of an objective element (the knowledge of a putative reasonable person about the effect 

of the arranging or facilitating actions) to the subjective element of the mens rea (“bad mind”) element of the offence.  

“(c) were informed that their actions had enabled the arrangement of or facilitated an offence under section 

2………………… and failed to take remedial action within a reasonable time”:  

 This wording does not take cover the situation where the publisher is informed in advance of publication that their 

actions would if completed, result in the facilitation etc of an offence – and fails to take appropriate action.  
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 The phrase “remedial action within a reasonable time” is also not specific enough. It should define which remedial 

actions are covered by this subsection and also, it should impose a clear time limit by which the action must be taken. 

We suggest the following:  

 Amend the wording to cover situations where the publisher has been informed of the risks of publishing  an 

advertisement but has not yet published it;  

 Define the phrases “remedial action” so that it is clear what must be done to avoid criminal responsibility; and  

 Define “reasonable time” so that it is clear at what point criminal responsibility arises for failure to act.  

Subsection (4): “A person found guilty of an offence under this section is liable on conviction on indictment to 

a fine of €50,000”.  

 RCNI believes there is a declarative or normative value in having a separate Section 3 offence. It makes the point very 

clearly to publishers that advertising these arrangements is unacceptable and could result in a conviction, a hefty fine, 

some unwelcome publicity for themselves with possible commercial consequences and at worst – a prison sentence.  

 A maximum term of imprisonment of e g 7 years would be a desirable addition to the €50,000 fine to deter at least 

some prospective publishers.  

In Summary  

These are abhorrent behaviours which should be criminalised to help protect prospective victims who may be vulnerable 

because of housing difficulties. Please do all you can to get in on the statute books as soon as possible. Thank you for 

listening to me.  

Ref:  RCNI/LD/Final 

Date: 10th June 2022 

Rape Crisis Network Ireland clg 

Carmichael Centre 

North Brunswick Street 

Dublin D07 RAH8 

Tel:   087 963 5201 

Email:   legal@rcni.ie 

Website:  www.rcni.ie 
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